
Kvadrat are Europe’s leading manufacturer of design textiles, they produce quality contemporary 
textiles and products for architects, designers and private consumers around the world. Kvadrat’s 
Headquarters has been based in Denmark since 1968. 

All of Kvadrat’s products reflect a commitment to colour and simplicity throughout their desire to develop textiles based on 
innovation and experimentation in design and the colour palette is inspired by scandanavian design. They transform dialogue 
into something three dimensional and tactile. Communication and discussion is important for them to experiment with different 
textiles and work through a design process, giving their individual designs their own personality. 

In 2017, Kvadrat launched the sustainable recycling company Really, which upcycles waste wool and cotton to create different 
materials including textile acoustic felts and solid boards used in the design, furniture and construction industries.

Kvadrat also donates the textiles no longer in its standard collection to charitable institutions or creative projects, or sells them 
for cheap through the Queen of Raw online fabric marketplace. When designing and producing they are dedicated to minimise 
their environmental impact. It has been a core part of their day-to-day culture, since the company’s founding in 1968. Today, 
they focus on their making, their local and global initiatives and the afterlife of their products in order to achieve a 
comprehensive sustainable approach.

Drawing from deep roots in sustainable design culture they also build on their Danish heritage as they investigate new ways to 
support a circular economy, considering waste as a valuable resource.

Recently, graphic designer and art director, Peter Saville, joined forces with Kvadrat to create products based
on the colour smit markings that farmers use on sheep to identify who sheep belong to who. The idea of 
bringing together farming, industry and culture was one of Saville’s goals with this collection, Saville grew 
up visiting the countryside with his family, and developed a fascination with what he calls ‘rural graffiti’.

The collaboration is called Technicolour and the range is upholstery textiles, rugs and curtains. The Fleck 
fabric series features 11 colour interpretations, based on neutral backgrounds with bright yellow, blue and 
red fibres, adding chromatic depth to the textiles, small moments of colour. 

The Technicolour Fleece features random sparks of colour, matching those used to mark sheep, which are 
randomly sprinkled across a natural-coloured ground. During the construction of this hand-knotted woollen 
rug, the shearing process is left out. This approach delivers an irregular surface which, together with a 
double-wash finishing process that opens the pile, gives Fleece a soft surface that recalls natural fleece. 
The difference between the colourways is the base tone: each ground references a typical sheep colour.

Knotting is a traditional method in which the pile yarn is fastened to the base. They use a contemporary way 
of knotting by joining long pieces of yarn to another, using a special knot. All Kvadrat knotted rugs are made 
by hand and this particular rug is handmade in India. 

Kvadrat are well known for reviving long-lost production methods and for recognising the beauty of the 
handmade, they collaborate with trained craftsmen to produce pieces that will stand the test of time and the 
rigours of everyday life.


